iq platform rain bird - the iq platform offers state of the art command and control features in an easy to learn and use interface. iq provides advanced water management features saving money and time. The iq platform consists of three options: iq desktop v 3.0, iq cloud v 3.0, and iq enterprise v 3.0.

end

user security awareness best practices 12 experts - as security awareness continues to become an increasing focal point for the modern enterprise security experts need to do everything in their power to stay on top of trends, current events, and best practices. That's why we took it upon ourselves to speak with some of the smartest folks in security.

watch resources automationanywhere com - go be great tm automation anywhere empowers people whose ideas, thought, and focus make the companies they work for great. We deliver the world's most sophisticated digital workforce platform making work more human by automating business processes and liberating people.
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